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INTRODUCTION 
This work was originally motivated by the question: Do the multigroup 
neutron diffusion equations for heterogeneous reactor assemblies have a 
complete set of generalized eigenfunctions? In a paper that was of consid- 
erable importance in reactor theory, Habetler and Martin0 [8] laid ground- 
work for mathematical analysis of the multigroup diffusion equations. 
Among other questions, they discussed completeness of eigenfunctions, but 
were able to affirm completeness only in the case of a homogeneous assembly 
(i.e., constant coefficients), and for heterogeneous assemblies in one space 
dimension. The general case was left open. One of the principle results of 
the present paper is a proof of completeness in the general case. 
The steady-state multigroup diffusion equations are a set of self-adjoint 
second-order elliptic boundary value problems, which are weakly coupled 
in such a way that the system may not be self-adjoint. In studying the 
question of completeness of eigenfunctions, the author was led to use the 
variational or weak formulation which is basic to the L2 theory of elliptic 
problems. For the differential equation 
for the unknown function C#J (we have written a single equation for simplicity), 
the weak formulation would amount to the condition 
for all functions Q!J in a certain class; 4 is then called a weak solution of (D). 
This formulation is important in dealing successfully with heterogeneous 
problems, in particular where the coefficients d, cr may be discontinuous. 
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Study of the eigenvalue problem (D) leads to knowledge of the time- 
dependent diffusion equation 
&#/at-V.dV++u+=s, “YE Q, t > 0. m 
We will study the spectral properties of (C), which yield information about 
a weak formulation of (E); then we show how this information relates to (E) 
itself. 
Habetler and Martin0 did not consider the weak formulation, but in 
carrying through this approach the present author has discovered a few 
points in [8] at which serious mathematical difficulties seem insufficiently 
clarified; we will remark on these points later. (We note that Obradovid 
attempted in [16] to discuss completeness of eigenfunctions using Habetler 
and Martino’s approach, without mentioning these points of difficulty.) 
Thus it seems worthwhile to develop our approach systematically as an 
alternative; our only present restriction is to assume the Dirichlet boundary 
condition. (In reactor physics problems one sometimes uses boundary 
conditions of the third kind, 4 + (Y . &$/an = 0.) The weak formulation has 
already been used formally by reactor physicsts, for example in developing 
finite element methods of approximate solution (Kang and Hansen [9].) 
To begin with, Section 1 gives a brief exposition of weak solutions and 
their properties. In Section 2, we establish the completeness of eigenfunctions 
for weakly posed problems, borrowing from Agmon [I], and the existence 
of abstract solutions of (E). Section 3 clarifies the mathematical relation of 
(D) to (C), and offers more concrete solutions of (E). The positivity of 
solutions of (E) is established in Section 4, along with the existence of a 
dominant mode corresponding to a simple real eigenvalue of (D); here the 
equations must be sufficiently coupled. In Section 5 we attempt to persuade 
the reader that the weak formulation, aside from being mathematically 
useful, is physically reasonable. In this paper we will confine ourselves to 
the time rate eigenvalue problem for /\ above, which is closely related to the 
time-dependent equations; the effective multiplication rate eigenvalue 
problem will be the subject of a later paper. 
After a brief orientation, we will draw on a number of standard results 
in the L2 theory of elliptic operators; these we will quote with references but 
without proof. Agmon [2] provides an introduction to this theory; the 
functional analysis we need can be found in Kato [IO]. 
1. WEAK SOLUTIONS 
The weak formulation of elliptic boundary value problems transpires in 
Hilbert space. Suppose L? is a bounded open set in LP; then for any function 
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~6 defined and measurable on 12 with complex vector values in Cc, we define 
the norm 
Ii f$ I = (Jc, +(.Y)i’ d.Yj”‘, 
where ~ is the usual Euclidean norm in U?. Then 
L”(Q) = (all such functions 4 with 114 /m < XI\ 
is a Hilbcrt space with inner product (4, #) :. ~~I+$ ds; at each s the inner 
product in cc is implied. Since our functions will usually be G-vector 
valued, we will often omit this in notation. 
IVeak solutions will be functions in the Hilbert space W(Q), which is 
roughly the subspace of L”(Q) whose elements have first derivatives in L”(Q). 
JIore precisely, let Cl(Q) b e f  unctions having continuous derivatives up to 
order j on 0: then for 4 E Cl(Q), 
[4]i1 = (!I, Tf$(x)” d.Y)’ t 
j 4 AL = i[ijil + 4 , 
and 
H’(Q) = the completion of Cl(Q) under i 1 . 
The inner product in H’(Q) is (4, $)1 =: sfl (‘F$ Y$ + (b$j cls, where the 
means inner product over the components of the gradient. Cor(Qj is all 
infinitely differentiable functions having compact support in Q, and H,‘(Q) 
is the completion of C,,x(Q) under /I 11, ; functions in H,,l(J2) satisfy in a 
generalized sense the zero Dirichlet boundary condition $ = 0 on the 
boundary ?A). Recall that functions in H’(Q) need not have first partial 
derivatives in the classical sense. 
TVe now can state our variational formulation precisely. About the coeffi- 
cients of our equations we at first assume: 
(.\I) d,, , g = I, 2 ,..., G, and u,,,~ , g, h z= I, 2 ,..., G, are real scalar- 
valued, bounded, measurable functions on Q, zcith bound 111. Each d,, is positke 
and d,, :I 6 for some constant S > 0. 
About the domain 12 we suppose: 
(B 1) Q C UP is a bounded connected open set. 
Now gi\ren a source function s EL?(Q), we are looking for 4 E Ho’(Q) 
such that 
(1.1) 
=-= f  -f s,$, d.r z (s, 4) 
. n !, = 1 
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for all # E H,l(J2). Such a function I$ is said to be a weak solution of 
k=l 
for g = 1, 2,..., G. These are static multigroup diffusion equations for 
neutron fluxes 4, in G discrete energy groups; all processes of absorption, 
scattering, and fission have been incorporated in the u’s. Notice that for 
4, 4, and d, smooth enough, (1. I ) can be obtained by multiplying (I .2) by 4 
and integrating by parts. 
Existence theorems for weak solutions follow from Garding’s inequality, 
which in this case is easy to establish. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let (AI), (B I) hold. Then for A, = MG2 + 6, we have 
Re B(4,4) >, S II 4 I!: - 4, II 4 II’, (1.3) 
for all + E H’(Q). 
Proof. The basic idea is that since d, > 6, 
= 6 IkN. 
A straightforward calculation for the bounded part consisting of the uQk 
leads to (1.3). Q.E.D. 
Using the Lax-Milgram theorem, we can now prove a theorem on existence 
and uniqueness for the operator shifted by h, . 
THEOREM 1.2. Dejine the sesquilinear form B,o(+, #) = B(+, 4) + &(+, $). 
Under assumptions (Al), (Bl), we have 
(1.4) 
Then for each s E L2(Q), the problem 
B,,(h +> = (~9 1cIh for all 1,6 E H:(Q), 
has a unique solution q5 E HO1(Q). There is a closed operator 
L,,: 9(L,J C H;(Q) + L2(Q) 
Q++S 
(1.5) 
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mapping onto L*(Q) with 
6 II 4 i1 < II Lo4 i . (1.6) 
Proof. For B,$$, $) as above, (1.4) clearly hold, and the Lax-Milgram 
theorem (see [14, p. 129; or 2, pp. Slff.]), states that there exists a solution 
of (1.5) which is unique, given conditions (1.4). Thus, we define a one-to-one 
mapping LA0 as described, and readily show that LA0 is a closed linear operator. 
The estimate (1.6) follows from the minimum modulus of B,\~(c$, c$). Q.E.D. 
Returning to the original operator L, we have: 
COROLLARY 1.3. There is a closed operator L with the same domain as L, 0’ 
mapping into L2(Q), with 
Furthermore, L can be written as L = -D + S, with -D corresponding to 
the d, and S to the ogh . 
Proof. Clear. 
The Riesz-Schauder spectral theory of compact operators leads to the 
following spectral information about L. 
THEOREM 1.4. The spectrum of L consists of a countable sequence of isolated 
eigenvahes tending to in$nity ; each eigenvalue has jinite multiplirit!. 
Proof. For A, of Lemma 1.1, L + A, is an invertible operator in L’(Q) 
whose inverse maps into H,‘(n). Since H,,l(sZ) is compact in L2(Gi), (L + X&l 
is a compact operator in L2(Q) to which the Riesz-Schauder theory applies. 
The consequence can be carried from (L + A,)-’ back to L using the spectral 
mapping (a + h&t + z (cf. Kato [ 10, III Sect. 6.71). QED. 
2. COMPLETENESS OF EIGENFUNCTIONS 
Continuing the spectral theory begun in Theorem 1.4, we will now prove 
that -L generates an analytic semigroup. This provides unique solutions of 
an abstract time-dependent problem. Then we show the completeness of 
the generalized eigenfunctions of L; throughout this section we use the 
diffusion operator L defined by the weak formulation. The basic tool for 
this section is the following lemma. 
409/W!I-s 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let L be the weakly defined d@sion operator above, with 
(Al), (Bl) obtaining. For E > 0, there are A,, C, > 0, depending on E, AZ, 
and G, such that 
/I(L + +’ II < G/l z I (2-l) 
for all complex z with 1 z 1 > A, and 1 arg z 1 < n - c. 
Proof, We first consider -D separately. As in the previous section, 
there is a positive ha such that -D + h, has a compact inverse that maps 
into Hsl(s2). 
It can be easily seen in the proof of Lemma 1.1 (cf. (1.3) with S = 0) 
that the numerical range of -D lies in the semiinfinite interval [0, co). 
Let z be a complex number, 4 a function in the domain of D having 
norm 1; then 
K-W+) - z I = IN--D - 44, $11 < I-D - 44 II. 
Hence, for any 4 E 9(D), 
H-D - 44 II 3 dist(z, @t--D)) II 4 II, 
where 0 is the numerical range of -D. By the stability theorem for the 
deficiency and nullity of semi-Fredholm operators (cf. Kato [IO, Theorem V- 
3.2]), since -D + X, is invertible, -D + z is invertible if --z $ O(-D); 
from this the lemma follows in case S = 0. 
Now consider L = -D + S. There is X, > 0 such that (L + /\s)-l exists. 
Since S is bounded by MG2, O(L) . 1s nowhere farther than n/IG2 away from 
O(-D); i.e., O(L) is contained in a semiinfinite strip. As before, L + z is 
invertible if --z $ O(L), and the lemma follows from 
I/& + 4 C II 3 dist(--z, @(L)) II 4 Il. Q.E.D. 
The estimate (2.1) is the main condition for -L to generate a semigroup 
analytic in the right half-plane. Only one additional fact needs to be estab- 
lished: The domain of L must be dense in L2(Q). To this end we introduce 
assumption 
(A2) The d, have uniformly bounded and continuous jirst derivatives 
except on a closed set of measure zero. 
LEMMA 2.2. Llnder the additional assumption (A2), L has domain dense 
in L2(sZ). 
Proof. Since the set in which all d, E Cl is an open subset of Q, we can 
approximate this set from inside by an open set s2, with smooth boundary 
and meas (Q - Sz,) < E. We see it suffices to prove that C,a(sZ,) C 9(L). 
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Furthermore, g(L) = S@( -D), so we may set S = 0. Now for 4 E Cax(a,) 
and # E Corn(G), 
Under (A2), this may be integrated by parts to 
where S, = Y . (d, Y$,). Thus, 4 E 3(-D), as claimed. Q.E.D. 
Another consequence of Lemma 2.2 is that -D is selfadjoint in the strict 
mathematical sense [lo, p. 2691, and L has an adjoint formed bv transposing 
groups in S. 
Before stating the semigroup generation theorem, we recall that a function 
a(t) with values in La(O) has derivative d+/dt at t if 
II(+(d - $(t))(~ - t)Y - Wdt II - 0, as T - t. 
We reserve the notation d+/dt for differentiation in this abstract sense, which 
is meant in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. ckder assumptions (Al), (;22), (Bl), -L generates a 
semigroup L’(t) of operators such thatfor any & E L2(Q), b(t) -= 1 ‘(t) 4, E P(L) 
and is d$ferentiable for all t > 0, and satisjies 
d+/dt + L$ = 0, (3.2) 
d(t) -4, , strongly in L”(Q) as t + 0. 4(t) cat) be extended to an nnal\qtic 
L2(Q)-valued mapping for all complex t with Re t I-- 0. 
Remark 2.4. Equation (2.2) is an abstract version of the time-dependent 
multigroup neutron diffusion equation without source term. For a concise 
exposition of the semigroup theory we refer to Kato [lo, Chap. IS]. A result 
similar to Theorem 2.3 appears in Habetler and Martin0 [8]. However, it 
is not true, as implied in [8], that one may immediately conclude 4(x, t) has 
classical partial derivative +4(x, t)/6t for some s C 0. For this concrete 
result we must wait until the next section. 
Again using the estimate (2.1) we can prove the completeness of eigen- 
functions. We say a nonzero function 4 is a generalized eigenfunction of L 
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corresponding to the eigenvalue hi if for some K > 1, (L - Xj)k 4 = 0. The 
generalized eigenfunctions of L are complete in D(Q) if their closed linear 
span is equal to L2(Q). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let Q be a bounded open set and L be any closed linear 
operator in L2(Q) such that 
(i) 55(L) C H,,l(Q) and is dense in L2(Q); 
(ii) there are A, C > 0 such that Ij(L + .z-’ 11 < C/l z j for j z 1 2 A, 
1 arg x 1 < ~(1 - 1/2n). 
Then the generalized eigenfunctions of L are complete in L2(Q). 
Proof. This is a variant of Theorem 3.2 of Agmon [l], which uses results 
of Dunford and Schwartz [5]. Agmon considers single equations with con- 
tinuous coefficients, but the same proof carries over to our case. 
In brief, the proof is as follows. First we note the resolvent estimate 
always can be extended to a slightly larger angle. Then [5, Theorem X.9.31, 
pp. 1115ff.] of Dunford and Schwartz guarantees the result once we show 
that for some Z, (L + a)-’ is in class C, for p = n + l , with arbitrary small 
E > 0. Here C, is the class of compact operators whose eigenvalues are 
p-summable, xj 1 hj 1~ < co. But Agmon’s theorem [l, Al.11 demonstrates 
just this: Any operator from, say, L2(Q) into H,l(sZ), is in class C, , 
p = n + E. (The cone condition in [I, Theorem Al. l] is superfluous with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions.) Thus, the theorem of Dunford and Schwartz 
applies. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under assumptions (Al), (A2), (Bl) the generalized 
eigenfunctions of the multigroup diffusion operator L are complete in L2(Q). 
3. REGULARITY OF SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we will assume that the coefficients and the domain are 
somewhat more smooth, to a degree that is typical for heterogeneous reactor 
problems. The weak solutions then satisfy the familiar differential equations, 
boundary conditions, and continuity conditions. We will also consider 
supremum norm estimates for 4, which permit substantial strengthening of 
Theorems 2.3 and 2.5. 
Some further notation is necessary: CP(sZ) is the class of functions that, 
together with their derivatives up to order i, satisfy a Holder continuity 
condition with Holder exponent p > 0, uniformly on Sz. In particular, 
CO,‘(Q) are the Lipschitz continuous functions. We say Sz is of class 0~ 
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if aQ is an (n - I)-dimensional C jqU manifold, that is, if every point of %2 
has a neighborhood homeomorphic to the unit sphere by a mapping that, 
together with its inverse, is C7.u and maps the corresponding neighborhood 
of 6Q onto B(0, 1) f7 {X 1 s,, = O}. (B(x, , I) = [S i 1 .T - s,) 1 CT Y).) NOW \ve 
add the following assumptions: 
(B7) R is of czuss COG’. 
(B3) Xl’ is made up of a finite number of (II - I )-dimensional C”,l, 
manifolds. 
We assume that further (n - I)-dimensional Ca,u manifolds partition Q 
into subdomains Q,. , Y = 1, 2 ,..., R, and that each Q,. satisfies the same 
regularit\- conditions as Q. Let II denote the union of the X?,. minus i-12. 
The points at which manifolds of l7 or 8Q intersect are just those points at 
which I7 or EQ is not a simple C*. 1‘ manifold; these points we call corners. 
Each subdomain Q, corresponds to a different material region in a reactor 
assembly. .4bout the coefficients we suppose 
(-43) For each Y. the d!, E CI*u(R,.), and the o,,,, E CO.“(Q,.). 
Lynder these hypotheses, weak solutions have the following desirable 
properties: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (Al-3) (Bl-3) b e satisjied, and let 4 be anv solution 
of (1. I ) rcith s EL”(Q). 
(a) d is Htilder continuous on fi and assumes the boundary value zero 
rontinuousl~~ at 2.0. 
(b) Suppose in addition that s E C”*u(Qr), and let -Qn be an? compact subset 
of 52 that contains no corners; then for some 0 < p’ < p, f$ E OL”(i2,. n Q,,). 
In particular, at any point inside Q,. , 4 is twice rontinuousl>f d$ferentiable and 
satiy’ies the dtfferential equations (1.2). 
(c) Let .x0, not a corner, lie on I7 betujeen Q, and Q,< . Let I(.v~) be a 
normal z?ector to II at x0, and jg,(xo) be the vector d,, ‘7&, at .T” approached 
from the interior of Q,. . Then the continuitv condition 
is sati$ed. 
Ja,r ’ 1~ = j,,,, ’ 1’ (3. I ) 
Proqf. (a) is a result of the Sobolev imbedding theorem for n :-: 1; for 
n 1 .I 2, it follows from the de Giorgi-Nash results as simplified and extended 
b!- a number of authors. For example Serrin has considered quasilinear 
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systems. With our weakly coupled system, even the results for single equa- 
tions suffice, since for each g 
(3.2) 
Since #J is given, we may regard it as a known function in L2(sZ), so (3.2) is 
a single equation for 4, with an L2 source term. To this equation we may 
apply, for example, [14, Theorem 5.3.71 of Morrey. 
Part (b) may be proved locally in !& . Furthermore, (a) being proved, we 
may again consider the single Eq. (3.2), which now has regionwise Holder 
continuous source. Choosing x,, E Sz, , we have three possibilities: 
(9 .rO is interior to some Q, . Then 4 E Cz*u(B(x, , c)) by well-known 
interior regularity theorems for elliptic systems (see, e.g., [14, Sect. 6.21 of 
Morrey. 
(ii) .~a E 652 and not a corner. Again, this is a standard result, proved, 
e.g., in [14, Sect. 6.31 of Morrey. 
(iii) x0 in and not a corner; that is, x0 lies on a C’a,u portion of a 
surface of discontinuity of the coefficients. Elliptic operators with such jump 
discontinuities across smooth surfaces have been studied by several authors. 
Ladyzhenskaya and Ural’tseva [13] gave a long proof of a theorem almost 
like ours. Or, one could at first assume smoother coefficients on each side 
of n and follow arguments of Oleinik [17]; Schauder estimates at II may 
then be obtained as indicated by Roitberg and Sheftel [19], and these used 
to pass from smooth coefficients to coefficients (and estimates) in CO*“’ for 
any E*-’ < II. 
Part (c) now follows upon choosing # with support near x0 in and inte- 
grating (1.1) by parts. Q.E.D. 
We make some observations about corner points in case n = 2 or 3. (In 
case n = I, corner points cannot occur.) In general a solution of (1.1) may 
have a singularity at a corner point. Of course, 4 is always bounded and 
Holder continuous, even at corners, and has two continuous derivatives 
near the corner point, except on 17. 
However, approaching the corner, the first derivatives of 4 may be 
unbounded although still in L2, while about the second derivatives we have 
at this point no information. The nature of these singularities at angular 
corner points has recently been investigated, especially for n = 2 and some 
restrictive assumptions about the coefficients (see, e.g., Kellogg [II]). In 
particular, the first and second derivatives of a solution of (1.1) need not 
be bounded at such points. 
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Suppose we pose the multigroup diffusion problem classically; that is, 
we ask for a twice-differentiable solution of the differential equations (1.2) 
in each R, , continuous on 0 and zero on &Q, which satisfies the continuity 
condition (3.1) on smooth portions of &Q, n Z?, . I f  there are no corners, 
then it is appropriate to require 4 E C*(!Zn,) f  or each r, in which case integra- 
tion by parts shows that any solution of the classical problem is a weak 
solution. Thus, the classical problem, like the weak problem (1. I), is uniqueI!- 
solvable except for a countable sequence of eigenvalues. However, if there 
are corners, it is not correct to require 4 E c” up to a corner, and it is no 
longer so easy to prove the equivalence of the classical and weak problems. 
One needs a different proof with cdnditions weaker then 4 E C” up to corners. 
For certain cases, such conditions can be given, as for example in Kellogg [I I]. 
The approach of Habetler and Martin0 [8] seems to involve similar 
difficulties. .‘lpparently, [8] takes 4 E C” to be the condition up to corners, 
which does not hold, e.g., for eigenfunctions of D. On the other hand, 
without this condition, one cannot integrate by parts for all 4 E B(L), so it 
is no longer clear that D-l, as defined in [8] via Green’s functions, satisfies 
D-ID+ = 4. These difficulties can be avoided bv starting with the weak 
formulation (1.1). 
The de Giorgi-Nash results mentioned in (a) of Theorem 3. I also yield 
a supremum norm estimate, which we use to strengthen Theorems 2.3 and 
2.5. For the proof of this estimate for single equatidns, see, e.g., NeEas [ 151, 
RIorreJ- [l4]; weakly coupled systems are easily treated by rearranging as 
in (3.2). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (Al), (BI-2) hold. Then there is C ‘I-, 0 dependiq on L 
mch that 
11 Q llc e Clll L+ II + 11 4 iI7 (3.3) 
for any 4 E P(L). 
Here, !; i c = sup 1 &(x)1 over g and over .Y E a is the norm of the Banach 
space C”(D) of continuous functions on 0 which are zero on FB. 
THEOREM 3.3. If  (Al-3), (Bl-3) are satisfied, then the abstract solutiorl 
of (2.2) has the following properties: 
(a) 4(x, t) is analytic in t for each t > 0, point&se and un<fornz!x~ -for 
SGQ. 
(b) For t > 0, s E Q, , 4(x, t) has continuous second-order s-derivatives 
and satisjies 
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For x EII not a corner, the continuity condition (3.1) holds; on aQ, + assumes 
the boundary value zero continuousb. 
Proof. By the analyticity of the semigroup of Theorem 2.3, both 4 and 
d#dt are in 9(L), and hence, in C,(R) for each t > 0. By Theorem 3.2, 
liF(t, s)llc < C{ll LW, s)ll + IIW, s)Il>, 
where F(t, s) = (4(t) - $(s))/(t - s) - d+(t)/dt. Now both +(t) and L4(t) 
are analytic mappings of t in L2(Q); it follows that the limit of the right side 
above as s -+ t (complex) is zero, so #a(t) is an analytic mapping of t into 
C,,(@; the norm /I . jic permits the conclusion of (a). 
For (b), it suffices to prove the regularity of 4(x, t) in X; to do this we 
extend +(x, t) to complex t = 5 + iq and note that since $(x, t) is analytic 
in t, 8$/&J2 + a2$/aq2 = 0. Then for t > 0, $ is a weak solution of the 
elliptic equation 
The statements in (b) follow by applying Theorem 3.1 to this new elliptic 
problem in R”+2. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.4. Using (3.4) and a lemma that 9(L) is dense in C,,(D) and 
in Hal(R), we can easily show that the eigenfunctions are complete in these 
spaces as well. However, we have not proved that -L generates a semigroup 
in C@), i.e., that for +a~ C,(o) we have 4(t) ---f 4,, strongly in C,,(o). This 
fact seems somewhat harder to establish. 
Remark 3.5. In reactor theory the time-dependent equations (3.5) are 
often written with the time derivative term in the form v;'(i+,/at), where z’~ 
are group-dependent neutron velocities. If  the v, are space-dependent as 
well, this brings minor complications into our arguments, but the same 
conclusions hold. Assume that the vQ are in Cs*u(s2,) for each Y, positive, 
and uniformly bounded away from zero. Then one must deal with an operator 
VL instead of L, where V is the diagonal matrix of v,,‘s; in particular, V is 
positive definite. For example, the resolvent estimate (2.1) for VL follows 
(with different h, , C,) by considering the quantity 
(L$> $) - 4v-A c>, 
and noting that the numerical range of V-r is a segment of the positive real 
axis that is bounded and bounded away from zero. The theorems of this 
section and the next section are not affected by including these neutron 
velocities. 
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4. POSITIVITY OF SOLUTIONS 
For physical reasons, one expects a time-dependent diffusion system to 
yield positive solutions for nonnegative initial values. This fact has interest 
by itself; it also leads, via results of Krein and Rutman [12], to a proof of 
the existence of a unique dominant mode. 
The following assumption about the signs of the 0.,/t is appropriate for the 
time-dependent multigroup equations: 
(-44) For g + h, o !,,, is nonpositive in L?. 
This assures nonnegativity of solutions; for strict positivity in all groups, 
we add the assumption of transitivity: 
(A5) For any two groups g, and g,l , there is a sequence g, , g, ,..., g,, , 
and sets of positive measure Q,, , Qz3 ,..., QnPl.,, in Q such that --(5 !,,,,, ’ 25 .--I 
strictly positive on Qi,i+l for i = I, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
Physically, this means that a neutron in any energy group has potential 
progeny in all other energy groups. We will show that this condition is also 
necessary for strict positivity in the time-dependent problem. 
\Vith smooth coefficients! the Eqs. (3.4) have smooth solutions, and the 
positivity of solutions for nonnegative initial values follows from a maximum 
principle; for a proof see Protter and \Veinberger [18, pp. 188ff.l. Under 
the weaker smoothness assumptions of our previous section, and in particular 
allowing corners, the proof of positivity, in fact of nonnegativity, seems 
harder. We will give a proof that uses the results in Protter and Weinberger 
[IS]. Our idea is to approximate the problem with corners by a sequence of 
problems with smooth coefficients; we will then show that the solutions of 
the smooth problems approximate the solution of the problem with corners. 
THEOREM 4.1. Under assumptions (Al-4), (Bl-3), ; f  4” EL”(Q) is non- 
negative in Q, then the solution 4(x, t) of the abstract problem (2.2) is nonnegative 
in D i’ [0, T]. 
Proqf. Let L be given, and choose (L,} with mollified coefficients con- 
verging a.e. boundedly to those of L. The coefficients of L, satisfy (Al) 
uniformly in n, and hence the estimates (1.6) and (2.1) hold uniformly in II 
for all L,, . Let 
+(t): d+/dt = -Lc$, 4(O) = Al 7 
h(t): 4nldt = --LA 7 YL(O> = Al * 
We wish to show that {&} converges to 4. For convenience we choose our 
nonnegative +,, to be in C,cc(Q) and vanish near l7, so #J,, E 9(L) and 
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E B&). (The collection of all such &, is dense in P(Q), and it suffices to 
prove the theorem for such a dense set.) Note that L,&, is bounded uniformly 
in s and n. 
From the usual contour integral formula 
d&jdt = (277i)-l f (-L, - 0-1 eCf( -L,+,) (t5 
-I- 
(cf. Kato [lo, p. 4881) and the fact that estimate (2.1) for (-L, - 0-l 
holds uniformly in 71, we get 
II 4Wt II < Af, for all 12, t E [0, T]. 
In fact, if Dr = {z: 1 z - T j < T}, the above bound holds uniformly on 
the disk D, as well. Since +n(t) is analytic in Or - {0}, 
and hence, 
Mt + h) - h(t) = J1’-” Wnldd dT, 
II 5Mt + A) - AI(t < M . k 
again uniformly in Dr and for all n. 
Observing that d,,(t) E W(Q), which is compact in C(Q), we may apply 
the Arzela-Ascoli theorem to conclude, by passing to a subsequence, that 
At(t) - x(t) 
strongly in L2(Q) and uniformly in II&. Thus, the limit function x(t) is 
strongly continuous in D, and analytic in the interior of D, , and 
(d/dt) $n(t) + (d/dt) x(t) strongly in the interior of D, . 
On the other hand, recalling that (1.6) holds for all L, , 
II Mm < 6-l ll(L + 4) M)ll 
< 6-l II 4,P II + s-% II A, II 
< M’. 
It follows that for a given t, {&(t)} is bounded in H’(Q); hence, a further 
subsequence converges weakly in W(Q) to x(t), and by the uniqueness of 
the limit, {c$~} does as well. 
Recalling the convergence of the coefficients of L, , it follows (cf. Oleinik 
[ 171) that for any $ E H,,‘(Q), 
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and x(t) E Q?(L). This leads to 
((44 x(t), Yv = c--Lx> 4) 
and in turn to d,y/dt = -Lx. In other words, x(t) solves the same abstract 
differential equation as +(t). In addition, x(t) tends strongly to the same 
initial value &, as follows from the uniform convergence of (4,) on [D)r . B! 
the uniqueness of the semigroup generated by -L, 
472(t) - x(t) = C(t) 
strongly in L”(Q) and uniformly in [0, T]. Since the &(.T, t) are nonnegative 
and 4(x, t) is continuous, +(s, t) is also seen to be nonnegative. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.2. It would be interesting to have an easier proof. 
We can now prove the positivity of solutions using more classical 
arguments. 
THEOREM 4.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, let qSO be not identicalb, 
zero; then to conclude that 4(x, t) is strictly positizye for all groups, for t ) 0 
and .T not a corner point, it is su$‘Snt, and in general necessarjg, to assume (45). 
Proof. By shifting t = 0 slightly forward, we may suppose without loss 
of generality that the initial values are continuous and taken on continuousl!-. 
The proof proceeds by considering an individual subregion Q, ; in this 
subregion 4 is twice continuously differentiable in .r and classical maximum 
arguments such as those in Protter and Weinberger [18, pp. 188 ff. ]  apply. 
Suppose for example that &(x,, , to) = 0, where t, :> 0 and m,, E 9, . Then, 
following Protter and Weinberger, we have 4, mm_ 0 for t :gI t,, everywhere 
in Q, . 
Suppose that +,(.Y~, t,) = 0 for t, “r> 0 and .T” ~17 not a corner point. 
Consider 4, for t, and near s,, , in Q, and the adjoining Q,? . In the notation 
of Theorem 3.1, bothj,,,. v  and jg,, v  are zero; for if not, one of the outward 
currents would be strictly positive, making 4, strictly negative on one side 
of x,, , which contradicts Theorem 4.1. But if &,(.Q , t,) = 0 and j ,.,,,, 1’ = 0. 
then again following Protter and Weinberger, we have 4, C--T 0 in R,. (and in 
Q,) for t C: t,, . 
In this way we show that if +&x0 , t,,) = 0 for t, :I.- 0 and s0 E Q not a 
corner point, then 4, = 0 for t -+ ( t, successivelv for each Q,. . and hence, 
on R. 
Now let oylr be strictly negative on a set G$, of negative measure. Since 
(T&,~ appears in the g equation, and $,, > 0 by Theorem 4.1, & must be 
identically zero on a,,, . Repeating the arguments above, 4h c 0 for t < t, . 
By the transitivity assumption, we can reach all groups in this manner, so 
4 r 0 and +0 -= 0. This proves the sufficiency of (‘45). 
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On the other hand, if (A5) does not hold, we suppose that group g does 
not reach group h by a nonzero transitive chain. Then an initial value that 
is zero except in group g yields a solution that is identically zero in group h; 
hence, the necessity of (A5). Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.4. One can use Duhamel’s principle to construct solutions of 
the inhomogeneous equation 
&#/Zt - D4 + S+ = S&Y, t) ; 
it follows that these too are positive if S(X, t) is nonnegative. 
Theorem 4.3 also helps prove the following important fact: 
THEOREM 4.5. Under assumptions (Al-5), (Bl-3), there is a unique positive 
dominant mode for the time-dependent diffusion problem, corresponding to a 
simple real eigenvalue of L larger than the real part of any other eigenvalue. 
Proof. For a particular to > 0, Theorem 2.3 implies the mapping 
T = U(t,): +,, --+ #to) E 3(L) 
is a compact operator taking nonnegative functions in L*(Q) into functions 
that are a.e. positive. 
We now give a slight generalization of arguments of Krein and Rutman [ 121 
to prove that T has a simple positive real eigenvalue pa larger in magnitude 
than any other eigenvalue of T. This will establish the present theorem if we 
remember that the spectral mapping p = exp(th) relates eigenvalues h of L 
to eigenvalues ~1 of T. 
First, T is compact and leaves invariant the cone of nonnegative functions 
in L2(G’); we easily check that there are E > 0 and a nonnegative &, such that 
T+, > l C& . (Any bounded & that is positive on a small open set inside one 
52, will do.) Applying [12, Theorem 6.21, T has a positive eigenvalue greater 
than or equal to the magnitude of other eigenvalues. This much is true 
without (A5). 
For finer results, we follow [12; pp. 275ff.l. Let p0 be the positive eigen- 
value of T, and suppose Tc$ = P,,$J, p is a complex eigenvalue of T with 
IPI =PoT and for the adjoint equation T*# = p#. Writing the adjoint T* 
componentwise, (T*q5,)h = T,*&, = Ths&, , we know that T$,&, is a.e. 
strictly positive for nonnegative #, . With the aid of estimate (3.4), we find 
for .x0 E Gr that the linear functional ( T,*,I,~,)(x,) is continuous, and hence, 
has an integral representation with a.e. positive kernel. Using this representa- 
tion we check that ! Tg*h& / < Tg*h(l 4, I), where / #, / is the function on Cr 
whose value at x is 1 #,(x)1. Furthermore, equality holds only if $, has constant 
argument. Defining ( # 1 similarly, 1 T*# 1 < T*(l 4 I), and (here (A5) is 
needed) equality holds only if 4 has the same constant argument in all groups. 
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h’ow~~~!=l~l1~1=1T*~/~TT”~~~,so~ehave~~~(~~~,Q).~., 
(T*i~l,~)=(I~~l,T~)=(l~l,~~~~). From this, using i/4=po, we 
deduce that equality holds, and since $ is a.e. positive, I T*$ j = T* 1 zb / a.e. 
Thus, # has constant argument, and after renormalization, $ is a.e. positive 
and ,G = p = p. . 
Finally if p,, is not a simple eigenvalue, then (cr and + could be chosen 
orthogonal. (Even if p. only has a second generalized eigenfunction+‘, we ma! 
take (T - po) 4’ == 4 and find (#, 4) = (#, (T - po) 4’) = ((T* - po) 4, 4) :=: 
(0, ~5) ~ 0.) This is impossible for a.e. positive functions Q and C/J. Q.E.D. 
I?erlzark 4.6. Transitivity is necessary here too, in the following sense: 
Any nontransitive problem will have at least some nonnegative initial condi- 
tions for which the dominant mode is identically zero in some group. The 
mode dominates for those particular initial conditions; a unique positive 
dominant mode for the problem as a whole ma! or may not exist. 
We note that Froehlich [6] gave conditions weaker than transitivity that 
guarantee a unique positive dominant mode for the effective multiplication 
rate eigenvalue problem (in discrete form). But these conditions are too weak 
for the time eigenvalue problem; there are problems satisfying Froehlich’s 
conditions that fail to have a unique positive dominant time eigenmode. 
5. THE CONSERVATION FORM 
From the fact that (1.1) is called a weaklv posed problem, one may feel 
that this is somehow an inferior approach, either mathematically or physically. 
To be sure, (1.1) is less familiar than a differential equation with boundary 
and interface conditions; but in the general case with corners, it is difficult 
to give the right corner conditions and prove the unique solvability of the 
differential equation problem. One must also admit that the smoothness of 
weak solutions, i.e., C$ E H,l(Q), is not satisfactory; certainly one wants to 
deduce additional smoothness as far as possible. But the formulation (1 .l) 
is mathematically serendipitous in that uniqueness and existence questions 
(Section 1) can be quickly answered. 
Here we wish to point out that (1.1) is also a reasonable problem from 
a physical point of view. No deductive argument is intended; we only suggest 
heuristically that (1.1) is not as strange as it might seem. 
Recall that the diffusion equation can be derived from the principle of 
conservation (in this case, of neutrons) 
(5.1) 
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for volumes I’C Sz: the number of neutrons crossing the boundary of 1 
equals the net release and absorption of neutrons within V (in the steady 
state). For simplicity, we are writing only one energy group and a total 
source S. The current at each point is the vector j, which according to the 
diEusion assumption is related to the flux 4 by 
j = d’T+. (5.2) 
We can change (5.1) slightly by considering a function 
Then, for example, if V has reasonably smooth boundary, we have 
where aaV is a Dirac distribution for line integration across 8V. From this it 
follows that (5.1) can be rewritten in the following form (incorporating the 
assumption (5.2)): 
(5.3) 
The weakly posed problem is obtained by replacing step functions xv with 
functions whose first derivatives are also functions, as opposed to distribu- 
tions. 
Of course, the final choice of test function space to replace the xv’s is 
made on mathematical, not physical grounds. But we do mean to say that 
the weakly posed problem is closely related to the physical assumption (5.1). 
It is a natural order of events, both mathematically and physically, that a 
differential equation should follou! from the weakly posed problem. 
Note added in proof. In Theorem 3.3, where we showed that abstract solutions of 
the time-dependent problem are nearly solutions in the classical sense, we left the 
initial values assumed in the L2 sense. This can be improved to the continuous as- 
sumption of initial values, by applying de Giorgi-Nash estimates for parabolic problems 
[21, Chap. III, Theorem 10.11, assuming that the initial value $,, is Holder continuous 
in x. 
The author has also found a proof that any continuous initial value (satisfying the 
boundary condition, of course) is taken on continuously, by showing that the elliptic 
diffusion operator generates a continuous (not analytic) semigroup in the sup norm 
topology. This can be established via an elliptic maximum principle. There is minor 
difficulty with discontinuous coefficients, and in showing that the elliptic operator in 
C, is densely defined; our proof would rely on elliptic de Giorgi-Nash estimates. 
Either way, we also obtain the uniform convergence of eigenfunction expansions 
in x on any finite time interval, amending Remark 3.4. 
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